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1 Territorial Disputes and Standards of Dispute Settlement

State territory consists of land, waters, and airspace which is subjected to the sovereignty of the State. Rights regarding territory, including the right to govern and the right to dispose of territory, are referred to as territorial sovereignty.

Japan holds the position that there exists a “dispute over territorial sovereignty over Takeshima” between itself and the Republic of Korea.2 “Dispute over territorial sovereignty,” in light of the above, means one which arises when the States concerned do not agree on the extent to which they can exercise territorial sovereignty.

International law has dealt with such disputes mainly through rules related to title to territory. Title to territory provides the cause or factual basis for effective exercise of territorial sovereignty over a certain area of land. Traditionally, original or historic title, occupation, prescription, cession, annexation, accretion, and subjugation have been recognized as the modes of acquisition of title to territory. However, the traditional mode of title to territory is “a system in which title and title-holder establish a single title to the territory in question.”3 It is not a standard of dispute settlement designed for cases like the Takeshima dispute where more than one State claim title to the same territory.4 Furthermore, territorial disputes often emerge due to the complexity and diversity of the facts. For example, when occupation is claimed, it is extremely difficult to find the facts necessary for determining whether the area in question was terra nullius or territory of another State and which State had taken effective control over it.4

International tribunals to which territorial disputes have been referred have thus presented their own standards for dealing with disputes.5 The earliest example is the title of “continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty” put forward by the sole arbitrator in the Island of Palmas case in 1928.6 On the other hand, in the Minquiers and Ecrehos case, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) considered the attribution of the disputed islands in light of evidence directly related to occupation of the islets,7 i.e., evidence corresponding to “[exercise of] State functions” and “intention of that Government to act as sovereign.”8

2 Function of Maps

(1) Overview

States faced with territorial disputes regard maps as a piece of evidence that directly or indirectly establishes “continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty,” “exercise of State functions,” or “intention of that Government to act as sovereign,” and have striven to collect such maps. Hence, parties submit various types of maps if territorial disputes are referred to international tribunals.

That said, international tribunals have held that, in determining the existence of titles, including “continuous and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty,” maps can be direct evidence of the existence of such a title only if they are annexed to an official text such as a treaty determining the attribution of territory of which they form an integral part. Such maps are incorporated into text that expresses the will of the States concerned,9 and therefore, can be considered to have the same effect as the text and an integral part of it.10
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Except in these very limited cases, as a general rule, a title to territory will never be established by a map alone or by the mere fact that a map exists. Maps are confined to secondary evidence that endorses a conclusion reached by means unconnected with the maps, and will not be regarded as decisive evidence that can constitute a title to territory. Their value as secondary evidence also varies depending on a number of factors, including their source, consistency, the response of the parties to the dispute, and when the maps were created.

(2) Factors influencing the evidentiary value of maps

i. Source

Official maps produced and published by State agencies and semi-official maps produced and published under the auspices of or with the official permission of State agencies have been estimated as having relatively high evidentiary value, because they can be considered to have been produced on the basis of carefully collected information. For example, the award in the Island of Palmas case suggests that the relevant maps have high evidentiary value. The judgment in the Clipperton Island case did not give importance to the map used by Mexico for the reason that “the official character of this map cannot be affirmed.”

However, even official maps are not necessarily absolutely reliable or objectively accurate. In particular, if a party to the dispute produce “official” or “semi-official” maps of the disputed territory after the dispute arose, such maps will have lower evidentiary value compared to maps produced before the dispute arose. This is because maps produced after the dispute arose are unlikely to contain information unfavorable to the party. It is for the same reason that maps produced not by a party to the dispute but by a neutral organization are deemed to have evidentiary value. Such maps are considered to contain objective information that can be relied upon since the organizations have no conflict of interest with the parties to the dispute.

Private maps produced by private individuals have little evidentiary value and are often not subject to examination, except in cases where they are considered to have particularly high reliability due to the reputation of the cartographer, such as a renowned expert in the field.

Maps of an unknown source have less evidentiary value if there exist legally relevant facts which contradict the information they show, “however numerous and generally appreciated they may be.”

ii. Consistency

If a party to the dispute made maps that consistently indicated the disputed territory as its own, whereas the maps produced by the other party to the dispute and a third country did not consistently depict the attribution of the disputed territory, then the former maps have superior evidentiary value.

In the Beagle Channel case, none of the maps which were produced by Chile and submitted to the arbitral tribunal depicted that the disputed territory was Argentine territory. On the other hand, maps produced by Argentina or a third country included both maps indicating that the disputed territory was Chilean territory and maps indicating it was Argentine territory. In addition, the maps produced by Chile consistently depicted the boundary in the same place, while only one of the maps produced by Argentina depicted the boundary claimed by Argentina at the time. Furthermore, most of the maps produced by a third country supported Chilean claims. Based on these facts, the arbitral tribunal concluded that the maps produced by Chile give the impression that they favor Chile’s position, whereas many of the maps produced by Argentina were doubtful or contradictory enough to deprive them of their evidentiary value.

iii. Response of the parties to the dispute

If a State does not lodge protests or take other actions against a map that displays information unfavorable to its state, it could be deemed that the information shown on the map was adopted or acquiesced in by the State and it may not be able to claim title over the disputed territory. This is because there is a reasonable expectation that a State that is considered to be adversely affected will seek correction by the State that made the map.

In the Minquiers and Ecrehos case, as one of the evidence showing that the sovereignty over the Minquiers belongs to the United Kingdom, the ICJ cited the fact that France did not express any reservations about the charts that listed all of the Minquiers and part of the Ecrehos as British territory. In the Beagle Channel case, one of the grounds for concluding that the
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disputed islands belong to Chile was the fact that the Argentine Congress had officially authorized the production of a map showing the disputed islands as Chilean territory, and that the Minister of the Interior had taken acts that made it appear as though he had approved the production of the map. In the Pedra Branca case, it was assessed that Malaysia considered the disputed islands to be under the sovereignty of Singapore, the reason being that Malaya, the predecessor of Malaysia, and Malaysia had published official maps with a note that the disputed islands were “Singaporean territory.”

iv. When the maps were created

The evidentiary value of a map can vary greatly depending on the date of its production or publication. In general, maps produced or published by a party after a dispute emerges have less evidentiary value than those produced or published before the dispute arises. Of course, this is not the case if the party continues to produce and publish maps that are unfavorable to itself or contradictory to its claims even after the dispute arises.

3 Signs of Change

The ICJ has not abandoned its position of using maps only to confirm conclusions reached by other evidence, with the exception of maps attached as an integral part of official text such as treaties providing the attribution of territory. This may be proof of a deep-rooted perception among judges that drawing a political boundary, i.e., a boundary artificially created by humans, is “not a task for a cartographer.”

On the other hand, it is certain that international tribunals are attaching greater importance to the evidentiary value of maps for confirming the will of a party related to a disputed territory. Tribunals have suggested that maps may become decisive evidence when there is no or insufficient evidence of territorial title. It is precisely because of this possibility that the parties to disputes have submitted a vast number of maps to international tribunals. The tribunals, too, have paid due respect to the efforts of the parties and have taken appropriate measures. All of the cases mentioned in this paper have judged the evidentiary value of maps upon carefully examining and without casually dismissing the claims made on the basis of the maps. International tribunals by no means underestimate the function of maps. Maps need to be collected and assessed with due consideration of this fact.
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